
The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) has increased and created unprecedented challenges for 

healthcare delivery organizations (HDOs). As a result, medical device security is on top of every 

HDOs list of priorities, with leadership focusing on strategies that will secure their infrastructure and 

safely accelerate their real-time healthcare initiatives. These demands highlight the need for a holistic 

approach to achieving reliability and security for uninterrupted care. Network, security, and BioMed 

requirements are no longer separate or competing issues—they should be tackled together to lower 

HDO risk, improve device security posture, and increase operational efficiency.  

Medigate exists to use data to solve some of the large challenges in healthcare. Our healthcare-

specific platform brings data and tools to a single location so an HDO can securely manage and 

improve their interconnected environment. A laser focus on healthcare enables deep domain expertise 

around medical devices and clinical engineering workflows, which powers the development of superior 

technology to address healthcare needs and use cases. 

With deployments in more than 1000 healthcare delivery sites worldwide, from clinics to complex 

health systems, Medigate allows HDOs to connect with confidence. 

Connect with Confidence 

At A Glance

Helping you solve some of the large challenges in healthcare 



 

 

Medigate’s Device Security Platform (MDSP) 

The Medigate Device Security Platform (MDSP) discovers and profiles every connected device, 

analyzes their risks, and automates responses to keep HDOs safe and operating efficiently. The 

MDSP has unparalleled accuracy in connected medical device profiles, contextual anomaly detection, 

and risk identification with a unique approach to decode proprietary healthcare IoT protocols. Data 

validity means accurate alerts and allows the HDO to enhance the capabilities of their security and 

asset management platforms to protect and optimize connected medicine operations.  

 

Visibility, Insights, and Anomaly Detection – Core  

The MDSP foundation is accurate visibility of all connected devices. Within hours of deployment, 

through either a network tap or SPAN port, Medigate passively discovers devices and begins 

providing accurate and granular details on the IoT and medical devices connecting to the network. It 

offers:  

• Alerts and anomaly detection: identify risks, including plain text credentials, unencrypted 

personal health information (PHI), vulnerabilities, and outdated versions. 

• Network communications: maps inter-device relationships (World Map, Communication 

Matrix, VLANs Matrix). 

• Threat intelligence: delivers tailored, healthcare-specific indicators of compromise. 



 

 

• Vulnerability assessments: passively assesses and correlates vulnerabilities for IoT and 

IoMT devices (no credentials needed).  

Clinical Cyber Hygiene – Module  

Clinical Cyber Hygiene (CCH) focuses on helping healthcare organizations understand their device 

risks by analyzing, mapping, and aggregating unmanaged endpoint risk. It also allows HDOs to 

implement effective vulnerability management and orchestration strategies to reduce those risks. 

Highly granular visibility into device characteristics allows for devices with known security 

vulnerabilities to be patched or segmented. 

• Customized risk framework: the HDO can customize the structure of Medigate’s device risk 

score framework based on their inputs and risk assessment.  

• Risk score simulation: allows HDOs to calculate the potential risk of hypothetical device 

configurations and remediation activities.  

• Orchestration of vulnerability scanning: identity-aware scanning information supports 

appropriate inclusion/exclusion of IoT and IoMT devices in vulnerability management scans.  

• Remediation recommendations: provides fixes and patch recommendations for IoT/IoMT 

devices. 

Network Policy Management – Module  

Network Policy Management (NPM) integrates with an HDO’s existing security stack to enhance 

visibility and improve its overall security stance. It provides device protection via automated, network-

centric policy orchestration and enforcement. The value of accurate device data to the security tool 

ecosystem in the HDO allows for fine-grain controls on network security. 

• Network policy recommendations: out-of-the-box network security policy recommendations 

that incorporate clinical context. 

• Dynamic network policies: network security can change or create network policies for user-

defined device groups and profiles based on observed traffic and contextualized 

recommendations. 

• Simulations of policy impact: identifies how network policies will amend an HDO’s risk, 

generate alerts, and affect device communication and operations before implementation. 



 

 

• Meaningful partner integrations: bi-directional communication that brings device context to 

leading security tools. 

Clinical Device Efficiency – Module  

Clinical Device Efficiency (CDE) normalizes and merges device data in BioMed tools to provide a 

device type or fleet-level picture. Over time, the recommendation engine looks for opportunities to 

recommend actions to improve device lifecycle management. From planning and acquisition through 

retirement and disposal, these recommendations are relevant across the entire asset lifecycle. 

• Accurate device visibility: resolves CMMS data deficits quickly, accurately, and continuously, 

ensuring that the CMMS can serve the HDO as a single record of truth. 

• Location: Through integrations with network management tools and real-time location system 

(RTLS) sources, BioMed can locate devices in the hospital with a high degree of precision 

when needed. 

• Utilization: Knowing how, when, and where a device is being used dramatically improves 

device management operations and helps streamline preventative maintenance. 

• Inventory: Continuous resolution of the location, status, and utilization of connecting devices 

against the list created and managed in the CMMS with automatic reconciliation. 

Healthcare Platform Integrations  

Medigate offers the most extensive platform integrations in the industry. The MDSP can feed its 

comprehensive device profiles and risk information to improve the decision-making of NGFW, NAC, 

SIEM, CMMS, and many others. Ensuring all the data can be integrated and used by the HDO’s 

security, IT, BioMed, and business software platforms is critical to improving patient care, clinical 

outcomes, and financial results. 



Connect with Confidence 

Optimizing the clinical device environment requires a new strategy and coordinated approach as the 

HDO systems converge and the threat from connected devices increases. IT, security, and BioMed 

teams need details about every medical device and a comprehensive understanding of their operation 

in the HDO’s network. With thousands of devices that cost thousands of dollars, organizations need a 

solution covering the entire risk spectrum while ensuring the uninterrupted usability of these devices. 

Medigate combines an understanding of proprietary protocols, clinical workflows, and extensive 

cybersecurity expertise to deliver accurate connected device identification, a customized risk 

framework, network-centric policy enforcement, and operational efficiencies. Organizations have the 

confidence to connect their devices and safely enable their real-time healthcare initiatives.  

Email: contact@medigate.io 

Visit: medigate.io 
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